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read ⁓ investigate ⁓ discover

SUMMER AT YOUR LIBRARY

SECRET CODES
June 1 - July 31
To Participate: Secret Codes are an element of Corona's
Summer Reading Challenge (SRC).
Registration and
participation is free for all ages at Corona.BookPoints.org.
Secret Codes: All ages can earn SRC points by
participating in our online summer events at
CoronaCA.gov/VirtualLaRS. Each event's downloadable
Take Home Sheet will include a secret code that can be
entered in your BookPoints dashboard.
Hidden Secret Codes: For an extra challenge, Dig Deeper
and search for eighteen (18) secret codes hidden
throughout our website and on our social media pages.
To guide you, please see the back of this page for a
checklist of riddles.
(951) 736-2381 • www.CoronaCA.gov/Library
650 S. Main St. Corona, CA 92882
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance
to participate in this event, contact the ADA Coordinator at (951) 739-4823.

HIDDEN CODES
Riddles Checklist
This kind of book was made to connect you with your friends.
It's the main place of the place on Main.
I am a zippy passport to adventure.
No adults allowed. No kids either.
Like, comment, and subscribe.
It's fine, really.
Vacation destination: between the pages.
A picture is worth a thousand words.
Adulting can be hard sometimes.
I say, "Thank you!" to our veterans.
There are NO silly questions.
Better than Google.
Read, Play, Learn! The new #LaRSWhereUR.
You can find Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Peppa Pig, and Dr. Seuss here.
"Life's most persistent and urgent question is, what are you doing
for others?" - MLK
Create, innovate, collaborate.
I let you hold as many books as you'd like in the palm of your hand.
What can hold days, weeks, and months, but still fit on a table?

